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My Brand 

What should it mean?

1 _____________________________

2 _____________________________

3 _____________________________

4 _____________________________

5 _____________________________
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Brand strategy

“A strategy describes how the ends (goals) will be achieved by the 
means (resources)” 

- Wikipedia

Products 
available

Visual 
style

Tone of 
voice

Values Target 
market

Blueberry & 
raspberry mix

Parents of 
young kids

Colourful & 
Geometric

Ethical

Friendly 
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Brand values

In the grid below, write down some words that could be ‘values’. 
Start in any square, and write whatever comes to mind. 

Products 
available

Visual 
style

Tone of 
voice

Values Target 
market
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Brand values

Testing your values

Looking at the grid on the previous page, answer one question 
at a time, crossing out any values that do not match up to the 
questions below.

1. Is this really important to you?
2. Can your brand live by this?
3. Is this compelling for your staff to get them to believe in  

the brand?
4. Will this mean anything to your customers?
5. Is this relevant and possible for your brand?
6. Does this help you to be distinctive as a brand?
7. Will this still be meaningful in the future?
8. Can you communicate this value?

Now, give your remaining values a name. The value in your box 
might have been “Quality product”, so let’s call it “The best nature 
can offer”

Give your value a description, such as: “We only select the best 
nature can offer, when choosing our premium berries” 

Describe how this can be brought to life practically:

“Working with growers exhibiting minimum standards of….”

“Only offering berries that are in season, and locally sourced”
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Our brand values

Our brand values are:
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Competitor analysis

In the grid below, write down who your competitors are:

Direct competitors Indirect competitors

Competitor products Competitor retailers
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What is your story?

Tell people about it...
“Improving lives. With every product you purchase, TOMS will help a 
person in need. One for One.” 

- TOMS Shoes 
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Naming your brand
In the spaces below, write words that relate to your product offer, 
no matter how abstract. Think about where it comes from, what 
makes is special, where and how it is sold, etc. 
 

Juicy

Red

Nature’s finest

Bandits

From this, can you join any words (altering if necessary) to make 
a name? 
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Strapline
Now we need to explain your brand, in as few words as possible. 
Here are some simple rules:

1. Don’t try to be too clever
2. A strapline should explain your product, or evoke an  

emotional response. It does not need to do both. 
3. Be real and authentic. As with the values, don’t be too 

generic like “Better than all the rest”. 

Possible straplines for your brand….
 

1 _____________________________

2 _____________________________

3 _____________________________

The

Juicy Red Bandits
Breaking rules... in good taste.
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Brand touchpoints
This is all about context so that when you come to design your 
brand, it makes sense. Make a list of all the places that you think 
your brand might appear. This could be anything from “as a  
product on Amazon”, to T-shirts, vans or letterheads. 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9.  

10. 
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Designing your brand
“Perhaps the simplest piece of advice in this whole book comes down 
to this: when it comes to design hire a professional de signer.”

- Build a brand in 30 days

Having said this, have a go at the process. 

1. Mood Boards
2. Idea development 
3. Sketch! 

1. Create three visual directions, starting with mood boards. 
You may wish to use Pinterest for this, or you might find bits 
of packaging or magazines, clothes tags, etc that you want 
to cut out and stick in this book. Each board should follow a 
theme, such as “Bold Typography”, or “Neon geometrics”, or 
“Classic heritage”. As you find different images that you like, 
you will find patterns that help you categorise them. 

2. How can you take ideas from what you have and develop 
them? Get your pencil out and start to sketch ideas for how 
a neon geometric idea could transfer to a clever label for 
a punnet, or how classic heritage might look if it related to 
blueberries.

3. Take into careful consideration all the visual elements, such 
as typography (including size, weight and colour), image 
style (illustration, photography, graphic, etc), colour and 
texture, packaging format (think of context here - it has to 
stand out online but also be suitable for delivery), image 
style for promotional materials, etc. 
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Sketch pages
Use these pages to sketch ideas and thoughts. 
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Selling your brand
Your brand is for sale online, so the most ‘immediate response’ 
marketing tools you can use are online. This might include:

1. Social media and social media promotions
2. Online advertising
3. Working with bloggers
4. Online press
5. Email marketing
6. Voucher placement with online deliveries

The best marketing campaigns are integrated, and so include 
both offline and online content, experiential content,  
recommendation and endorsement, etc. Your product is  
currently stuck behind a screen, so how are you going to get it in 
front of the world?
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Selling your brand
Now that you have some ideas, we are going to make a 12 month 
plan, using the wheel below. 
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5 Instagram posts/week
5 Facebook posts/week
1 email/month
1 blog article/week
Pinterest 

1 in-store event per quarter
1 press release 
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products for sale, blog 
articles, or in-store events.

Posts and activities will 
include the window theme,
then branch out into themes
relevant for the month.

We will include all areas of
Vinegar Hill, such as home,
fashion, accessories, dogs,
children, kitchen, garden.

We will develop a few 
recurring themes, such as 
#vinegarhounds or 
#myvinegarhill or 
#lovevinegarhill etc. 
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Juicy Red Bandits
Breaking rules... in good taste.
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Conclusion
You are now well on your way to creating a great brand! Our 
dream at Pink Sky would be to see some of these brands come 
to life, and we would love to help you with this. It might not be 
a product that you are trying to create a brand for, you might be 
trying to give your company a new direction. It is definitely the 
right time within the produce industry to do something new, and 
the world is waiting. Who is in?

If you come away from this workshop feeling like you would like 
to create a brand, please contact us:

Pink Sky 

+44 (0) 1242 808668
info@pinkskydesign.com
pinkskydesign.com

10 Bath Mews
Bath Parade
Cheltenham
Glos. GL53 7HL
England 
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Your notes here
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Your notes here
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Your notes here
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Your notes here
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“Here’s to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. 
The troublemakers. The round pegs in the square 
holes. The ones who see things differently. They’re 
not fond of rules. And they have no respect for the 
status quo. You can quote them, disagree with them, 
glorify or vilify them. About the only thing you can’t 
do is ignore them. Because they change things. They 
push the human race forward. And while some may 
see them as the crazy ones, we see genius. Because 
the people who are crazy enough to think they can 
change the world, are the ones who do.”

- Rob Siltanen
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Thank you.

pinkskydesign.com

{ {
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